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WELCOME TO JUMUNJI 2022

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRBOARD

We are thrilled to welcome you to the JUMUNJI Crisis Committee!

Through this study guide you will get information about topics that will be discussed

within our committee, so we recommend you read it carefully. Good preparation is

essential to actively participate within the debate, and also influences the overall

experience through the quality of discussion. Of course, you are encouraged to do any

additional research as well. Also, please be sure to familiarize yourself with the Rules of

Procedure beforehand. It is strongly recommended both advanced and beginner

delegates read the Crisis guides to become more informed on Rules of Procedure, what

to expect in crisis committees and how to engage with all mechanics of the simulation.

Your task at TBMUN 2022 is to represent your person diligently and accurately and to

negotiate for solutions that align best with your colleges. We ask each and every

delegate to challenge themselves in this new experience.

We look forward to seeing you all at TBMUN 2021 and this study guide proves  useful in

understanding our topic for this simulation.

Yours Sincerely,
Can Bermek Başoğlu - Nehir Çamlıgüney

Dear participants,

As the Head of Crisis in this years MUN I would like to welcome you all to TBMUN
2022.I am Hamit Efe Eldem and I wish for all of you to have a delightful time in our
MUN.Me and my team have been working steadily to amaze you by our ideas and plans
which first sounded like dreams but with our hard work and team work we managed to
make them a reality.We hope for all of you to have a good time and we wish you the
best of luck.

Kind Regards,

Hamit Efe Eldem
Head of Crisis



JUMUNJI STUDY GUIDE

Delegates find themselves inside the UN Building(New York). As they move to the
Assembly hall, they see someone has already started the game Jumanji. Containing 10
tiles, 15 pawns, two dice and cards, the board game JUMANJI has once again begun.
Similar to the initial board game, with the directive given to roll the dice the course of the
committee will be unrevealed. Thereby rendering delegates to choose their own destiny.
Likewise, the delegates are obligated to continue the committee, as the nickname they
have picked, having an entailment of finishing the game before perishing.The delegate
which has given the directive will be assigned a different role than others. With the
resultant number from the dice, a card will be respectively pickin by the chairs. After the
task is given, the solution will be given as a riddle. With the conditions varying from task
to task, the delegates will convey directives in order to complete the assignment.

A Heads up
Throughout your adventure trying to finish Jumanji, the game will try to stop you from
finishing it, and ending its caos. Every turn Jumanji will throw a world issue at you. You
will have to solve these crises to move through the board, and end the game. But you
should be careful since the one who rolls the dice will be the main target of the crises.

Characters

1.Ruby Roundhouse
“Killer of men '' as described in the game, Ruby Roundhouse has an expertise in
Karate, Tai Chi and Aikido. She also attains acrobatic skills, yielding her the abilities to
perform rigorous jumps and flips.

2.Franklin Finbar
Being a Zoologist, Franklin Finbar possesses great knowledge upon animals and animal
behavior. Likewise he also is an expert in weapons and is the weapon valet.

3.Professor Shelly Oberon
Professor Shelly Oberon is a renowned cartographer and cryptographer. In the game he
is recounted as a genius code breaker, making him very useful for untangling a
hazardous situation.

4.Jefferson McDonough



5.Ming Fleetfoot
6.Dr.Smolder Bravestone
7.Jurgen the Brutal
8.Indiana Jones
9.Dr.Bill Foster(marvel)
10.Lara Croft
11.Katniss Everdeen(the hunger games)
12.Pamela Isley
13.Jon Krakauer
14.Wayne Westerberg
15.Ronald A. Franz
16. Jan Burres
17. Evrunines Tayjon
18.Barney Stinson
19.Barry Allen
20.Robin Scherbatsky

Earthquakes

An earthquake occurs when the earth releases pent-up energy and causes the ground to shake.

Earth's ground is made up of several very large pieces of land called tectonic plates. Most

earthquakes occur when these plates rub against each other in some way. These same plates

also create mountains when they push against each other. As the mountains are formed,

earthquakes may be felt. Sometimes, people cause earthquakes when they do mine blasts or

nuclear tests.The National Earthquake Information Center now located about 20,000

earthquakes around the globe each year, or approximately 55 per day. As a result of the

improvements in communications and the increased interest in natural disasters, the

public now learns about earthquakes more quickly than ever before.According to

long-term records (since about 1900), we expect about 16 major earthquakes in any

given year. That includes 15 earthquakes in the magnitude 7 range and one earthquake

magnitude 8.0 or greater. In the past 40-50 years, our records show that we have

exceeded the long-term average number of major earthquakes about a dozen times.



Hurricanes, Typhoons, and Cyclones

Hurricanes, typhoons, and cyclones refer to the same weather phenomenon, where a really

large storm swirls in circles. You'll see the cloud of the storm turning in a spiral, touch down on

the ground, and then reach toward the sky. When a storm reaches a wind speed of over 74

miles per hour, it gets classified as a hurricane, typhoon, or cyclone depending on where the

storm is located. The storm is called a hurricane if it happens in the Atlantic and northern

Pacific. If the storm occurs in the northwestern part of the Pacific, then it is called a typhoon. In

the southwestern Pacific and the Indian Ocean, the same type of storm is called a cyclone.

Tsunamis

A tsunami consists of huge waves caused by either an underwater earthquake or volcanic

eruption. In Japanese, the word means 'harbor wave.' These waves can get as high as 100 feet

and aren't the gentle waves that you surf on. No, these are destructive waves that can knock

down buildings, trees, and anything else in their path.Tsunamis are giant waves that are

produced when a large volume of water is displaced in an ocean or large lake by an

earthquake, volcanic eruption, underwater landslide or meteorite. Between 1998-2017,

tsunamis caused more than 250 000 deaths globally, including more than 227 000

deaths due to the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004.

Biodiversity Loss

One thing was clear at this year’s
World Economic Forum; nature is
at the top of the agenda. The
stage had been set last year by
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Biodiversity and Ecosystems
report, with the startling claim that



as many as one million species face extinction by 2050. Biodiversity loss not only
starred as the number three spot in the world’s most severe threats in the annual Global
Economic Risks Report, it also played a supporting role in other global risks, including
food and water crises, environmental disasters, interstate conflict and involuntary
migration. A new report released in Davos, Nature Risk Rising, estimates that more
than half our global economy—US$44 trillion—directly depends on nature, and hence is
vulnerable to environmental shocks. Fore more information follow this link :
https://css.umich.edu/factsheets/biodiversity-factsheet

Directive Writing Guide:

Directives are short working papers focusing on specific topics. They work as

guidelines for the committee and determine how the events will escalate. They can, for

example, be used to declare that faction X will move Y amount of troops from location A

to B. They may also be used for things like requesting a meeting with someone from

another cabinet. Directives do not have to be long and extremely detailed however, they

should be clear and answer questions such as: What? Who? When? Where? From

where to where? With what? and For what? Other related questions to be kept in mind

are:

❖ Who are you writing to?

❖ What do you want to accomplish?

❖ When do you want it accomplished?

❖ Where do you want it to happen (if applicable)?

❖ Why do you want to do this?

❖ How do you intend to accomplish it?

https://css.umich.edu/factsheets/biodiversity-factsheet


Directives should also be written according to the time the event takes place in. On top

of all directives it must be specified what type of directive it is. The different types of

directives which delegates will be allowed to use in Clans of Aegean are listed below.

Directive Types

1. Joint Directive:

These directives are written by a minimum of 2 delegates and they have to

specify the points mentioned above. These directives are used if a minimum of two

characters of different positions have to come together in order to be able to pass an

action. For example, members of the cabinet, or the entire cabinet together may write a

joint directive to announce the change in their internal regulations, or can also write a

committee directive to declare war on the other faction/cabinet.

2. Directives written by the entire committee are normally called “Committee
Directives”:

These directives are usually very long and comprehensive.

They are written by the whole committee members and it contains questions

towards the  relevant authority regarding the main issues.

3. Personal Directives:
It is written by just one delegate.



RULES OF PROCEDURE
First dice will be rolled and it will decide upon which delegate should face the

consequences the most however it will be the destiny of the whole committee.

Further there are many possible scenarios from earthquake to contagious

viruses.Natural Disasters, Biodiversity Loss and many more will affect your faith.

The person who rolls the dice will be affected the most from the disasters.



Possible Crisis

Today in BBC News! There is an enormous tsunami approaching to the middle of
the Adriatic Sea. The huge wave is headed towards the UN building, and causes massive
damage to the city, and the buildings. It is expected to flush away a lot of the recoucerses
around the area. People are advised to take cover, and salvage what they can. The wave
will also cause massive open areas near the coast line, and will put a lot of boats out of
commision.

Look Also

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumanji

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jumanji:_Welcome_to_the_Jungle

https://www.sonypictures.com/movies/jumanji

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0113497/

https://www.boxofficemojo.com/release/rl2774369793/
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https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/

https://www.who.int/health-topics/tsunamis#tab=tab_1

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/climo/
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